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Figure 1: Autocomplete painting repetitions example. After sketching the outlines in (a), the user starts to fill in details which require tedious manual
repetitions. The system can help generate such repetitions by predicting what the user might want to draw based on past sketches. (b) visualizes the user-
drawn content in black (376 outline strokes and 248 interior strokes), and auto-completed content in red (897 strokes). The final outcome is shown in (c).
The system works for both individual strokes (e.g. the detailed hatches) and structured elements (e.g. the windows). Please refer to the video https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7MEAw46Ojo for live actions.

Abstract

Different from prior works that have focused mainly on objective
physical phenomena (e.g. texture, structure and motion), my re-
search is to analyze the dynamic human-centered activities (e.g.
painting and writing) and provide online ”intelligent” suggestions,
via a user-friendly interface, to reduce manual labor while improv-
ing the quality and performance.

1 Research overview

Digital Painting As a start point, my research focuses on paint-
ing, a common and yet challenging form of content creation often
involving repetitive implements such as stippling or hatching. Such
repetitions are an integral part of artistic styles and compositions,
and yet quite tedious for manual labor and too versatile for fully
automatic generation. I designed an interactive painting system to
solve this problem [Xing et al. 2014]. In particular, users can paint
as usual similar to ordinary digital painting tools. Meanwhile, the
system gradually (1) records the past drawing workflows, (2) ana-
lyzes their structure and color relationships, and (3) predicts what
the users might draw in the near future. Users can accept or ig-
nore the suggestions similar to the autocomplete design in common
texting or programming systems, and thus maintain full control.
As shown in Figure 1, the system can greatly reduce the repetitive
works while achieving high quality.

Hand-drawn Animation Following this line of research, I ex-
tended my work from single-frame sketches to hand-drawn ani-
mations [Xing et al. 2015]. The latter is more challenging to pro-
duce, as it also requires extra temporal consistence across multiple
frames. The hand-drawn animation system has a similar UI design
with [Xing et al. 2014], and can predict what might be drawn across
spatial locations and temporal frames by detecting repetitions intra-
and inter-frames. Algorithm-wise, the method in [Xing et al. 2014]
is based on local similarity, which can predict only low-level spatial
repetitions (Figure 1), but not high-level structures such as complex
objects in animations (Figure 2). To overcome this challenge, I
extended the local similarity to a global similarity, which captures
both global contexts (e.g. object contours) and local details (e.g.
individual strokes). The prediction is then synthesized by deform-
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Figure 2: Autocomplete hand-drawn animation example. Top: after
outlining a fish in the first frame (a), the user starts to draw the subse-
quent frames. The system can predict what the user might draw next and
how to improve what has been drawn, as indicated by the red strokes in
(b) and (c). Bottom: after finishing the outlines in all frames, the user
adds details to the first frame (a), while the system automatically propa-
gates and adapts the changes to all other frames. Please refer to https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0YmWiy6sA4 for live actions.

ing the previous frame towards current frame based on their mea-
sured correspondence [Li et al. 2008]. The prediction is not 100%
accurate, but is robust enough for common variations (including
number, shape, and order of strokes) as long as the drawing is rea-
sonably coherent across frames. This work has been featured by
many media presses, like Wired, FastCompany, Mentalfloass, etc.

Digital Sculpting Besides 2D content, we further designed a 3D
sculpting system that assists users, especially novices, in freely cre-
ating models with reduced input labor and enhanced output qual-
ity. Unlike sketching strokes that do not interfere with one another,
sculpting strokes can affect geometry produced by prior strokes.
Furthermore, unlike the planar canvas which remains invariant dur-
ing 2D sketching, the 3D shape can undergo large scale changes by
freeform strokes. This work is submitted to SIGGRAPH 2018.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7MEAw46Ojo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7MEAw46Ojo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0YmWiy6sA4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0YmWiy6sA4
http://www.wired.com/2015/10/microsofts-badass-new-tool-is-like-autocomplete-for-drawing/
http://www.fastcodesign.com/3052463/microsoft-research-debuts-autocomplete-for-animation-and-its-incredible
http://mentalfloss.com/article/70202/autocomplete-software-now-exists-hand-drawn-animation
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Figure 3: Autocomplete 3D sculpting example. Shown here is an editing
sequence with the number of cumulative manual and autocomplete strokes
indicated below each stage, and in-between step with some hints visualized
in yellow colors.
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Figure 4: Hair modeling example. User first draws a few guide strips on
top of the head in VR (a), based on which our system predicts the most plau-
sible suggestions (blue) (b). User can accept the suggestion and manually
draw more hair strips with complete freedom and immersion in VR.

Hair Modeling in VR Human hair is volumetric and often con-
sists of highly intricate intertwined strands and wisps, as well as
components such as buns and braids, which are difficult to design
with conventional 2D interfaces. We propose a novel hair design
system that improves over traditional 2D interfaces with an intu-
itive and immersive VR-based 3D interaction paradigm, combined
with the modeling efficiency of data-driven techniques and power
of machine learning. In the VR environment, users can interac-
tively express their intentions via natural gestures and obtain real-
istic 3D hairstyle completions suggested by our system. The sug-
gested high-quality strip-based hairstyles are learned and computed
from a model database created by professional artists. Our interface
allows users to accept, modify, or ignore these suggestions to pro-
vide full control over the design process. This work is submitted to
SIGGRAPH Asia 2018.

2 Future Work

Many popular applications (e.g. Adobe Photoshop and Autodesk
Maya) rely on complicated instrumented user interfaces, and usu-
ally require a large amount of learning and practice for the users
to get familiar with the tools. Even experienced with the systems,
users may still need to speed long time to finish a single task (e.g.
photo retouching or 3D modeling). Thus, there is a pressing need
of systems that can provide online contextual suggestions and auto-
complete trivial tasks while being simple and natural for interaction.

Many efforts have been done for this purpose, such as creating clean
graphics via pure drawing or changing expressions like tweak in
smiles via simple gestures. These methods mainly use advanced
computer graphics and vision techniques (e.g. shape/face recog-
nition), and focus on solving particular tasks. In order to provide
contextual help and seamless interaction experience throughout the
activity, there should also be a set of methods that could process the
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Figure 5: Autocomplete photo editing example. When retouching the eyes
(e.g. adjusting the brightness) of a photo, the user could long-press on
one eye (left (a)), and our system would detect the current task and extract
similar workflows from the database (b) for prediction. The prediction is
shown as hint directly in place for preview (middle (a)). Users can ignore it
by releasing the press, or accept it via a simple gesture (right (a)).

intermediate operating workflows and capture the relationship be-
tween multiple tasks. Workflow, as a new type of data that contains
extra intermediate information and connects media content and hu-
man interaction, may bring new possibilities to research. An impor-
tant task of workflow analysis is figuring out why and how, instead
of what, an operation is performed, as the former is crucial to help
create high-quality results. [Xing et al. 2014; Xing et al. 2015]
have shown the potential of workflows in designing such a system.
A challenge would be generalizing sketching to a richer set of op-
erations/tasks [Grabler et al. 2009; Pongnumkul et al. 2011]. Yet,
it is possible as repetitions exist in most interactive tasks [Cypher
1991; Lieberman 1993; Su et al. 2009], such as photo editing as
illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 6: VR modeling and painting. Our system provides the visual
guidance (green grids) and autocompletes for interactive modeling and
painting in VR. Please refer to https://youtu.be/qW6gnSUycq4
for live actions.

Virtual reality has emerged as an immersive medium for 3D con-
tent creation and artistic expression. However, content creation in
VR is very challenging due to the lack of visual guidance, and also
tedious due to large amount of drawing operations, such as filling
the surface of a large object. Due to the ambiguity and complexity
of 3D strokes/gestures, hand-crafted algorithms may not be suffi-
ciently robust, accurate and fast. Machine learning has shown great
potential in analysis and synthesis, both for static (e.g. [Gatys et al.
2015]) and dynamic (e.g. [Graves 2013; Gregor et al. 2015]) tasks.
Combining the modern concepts of VR and machine learning for
workflow contents creation, analysis and synthesis is a very inter-
esting and popular topic. My recent work of hair modeling in VR
is a first step towards this goal. For next steps, I plan to investigate
more general objects modeling and painting in VR by leveraging
the power of machine learning (Figure 6).

Ideally, I want to design my system as a professional personal as-
sistant (e.g. Siri/Google Now) that could be easily integrated into
existing systems to provide online help.

https://youtu.be/qW6gnSUycq4
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